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Abstra — New methods of ixivestigatiou of the stru.cture and

dynamics o inacroniolecules and their interactions in solu-.
tions based on the ESR and MR of spin labelled molecules are

considered. It is shown that such iiportant characteristics
of macromolecules as the local noiner unit density in a
iaacrouiolecular coil, segment size, characteristic rotational
times of segments, local translational diffusion coefficients
of segments, interpenetrability of wacromolecular coils, can
be determined by these methods.

In the last decade new ideas have been advanced end new techniques based on
using spin labels and. spin probes developed for characterization of macromolecules. The physical fundamentals underlying these methods reside in the
electron—nucleus and electron—electron interactions modulated by both rotational and. translational molecular dynamics that affect the linewidth of
ESR and MR spectra of spin labelled macromolecules. Nitrol radicals are
current]y the most commonly used spin labels and. probes.
These ideas and methods have since received considerable acclaim and were
discussed, in particular, in Midland, USA at the 1978 conference initiated
and organized by Prof. R. Boyer (Ref. 1).
In this paper new results obtained in Institute of Chemical Physics by ESR
and I1MR of spin labelled macromolecules will be reported. It is shown below
what kind of in.forniation about the characteristics of macromolecules may be
expected

from these methods.

CHARACTERISTIC S

Physical

INFORMATION
the

structure

in

local

density of monomer units

macroinolecular coil;

the size of segments;
characteristic rotational times

Molecular dynamics

of segments;

local translational diffusion
coefficients

of segments in a

macromolecular coil;
interpenetrability of macromo—
lecular coils;
local monomer unit densities of
the guest and host macromolecules

Macromolecular interactions

THE ESR OF SPIN lABELLED MACROMOLEXflJLES: ROTATIONAL

DYNANICS ANT) SIZE OF SEGMNTS

Molecular rotation of the spin labels and probes modulates the magnetic
electron—nucleus interaction and Zeeinan interaction anisotropy; therefore,
the linewidths of the ESR spectra of spin labels and probes are extremely
sensitive to the rotation frequency. This phenomezon is the physical foundation on ithich the spin label and probe techniques are based. However, spin
labels as a rule are joined to the polymer chain via several chemical bonds
with free internal rotation rather far distant and isolated from the poiyiner
segment. For this reason the rotational motion of the spin label is not im—
meaiateiy related with the rotational or re—orientational motion of the
macromolecu.lar segment to which the spin label is attached.
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To be able to ineasu.re the dynamics of segment rotation it is necessary to
find out the relation between. label rotational frequency and segment re—
frequency. The first approach to this problem was formulated by
Hubbell and McConnell (Ref. 2) and their findings were later developed by
Timofeev at al. (Ref. 3) and. applied to the investigation of bioiaolecular
dynamics. We too have used their approach for the characterization of syn-.
thetic polymer macromolecules (Ref. 4-).
The underlying physical considerations are as follows. A spin label takes
macro—
part in
anisotropic

orientation

tw types of motion: fast

rotation with respect to

molecular segment with a period Dj lxlO—') sec and a slow rotation or reorientation together with the segment with the characteristic time 't>ZL
(Fig. 1). The fast rotation of spin label inside a cone with a precession

seqmerit

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the spin label precession
relative to a macromolecular segment.
with respect to the macromolecular segment leads to a partial
averaging of the dipolar electron—nucleus interaction and anisotropy of the
Zeeman interaction that tray be quantitative]y represented by the parameter
angle o('L

5= A/A

(1)

1/2(A

where tA =
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tactn
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principal values of the dipolar electron—nucleus in.—
partially averaged components of d.ipolar interaction given
the

a

cos )

(2)

+ b/6(cos2o + cos0 )

(3)

+ b/3(cos +

= 1/3(A +

+ A); b =

(A +

The physical meaning of parameter S is that it defines what portion of the
dipolar electron—nucleus interaction is averaged due to label rotation and
what portion of it is averaged by rotational or reorientational motion of
segment itself. It characterizes the steric hindrances limiting the label
mobility and is related with the precession angle by the following relation--

ship:

(z.)
(coa2o + cos )
For a spin label rigidly fixed to niacromolecule, S = 01. The smaller S cor—
responds to a larger precession angle . and at S = the label rotates
freely and isotropically, its motion being practically ind.epe ixient from iae
segment motion and totally averaging the dipolar electron—nucleus interatLoo.

S = 1/2
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The characteristic segment rotation times can be found in the
man-.
ner. The effect of viscosity on the parameter 2A of the ESR following
spectrum
(Fig. 2) is investigated and plotted as a function of (T/ ).
an example,

lOG

Fig, 2. A typical ESR

tially

spectrum
retarded rotation.

c a spin label with a par-

3 illustrates such a relationship

a spin

pyri.that polyviy1
the 2A versus
)O.8 relationship is linear means that the theoretical description of
solutions

in ethanol—glycerin

for

mixtures.

labelled

The fact

60

50

40
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20

30

(T/P8

Fig. 3. Viscosity effect on parameter 2A
with partially retarded rotation.

for spin labels

the spin label motion is adequate to real situation. A deviation from the
model at higher viscosities xy occur as a result of violation of the theo.retical model conditions, viz, the label rotation time.s begin to exceed
ixlO-9s. Extrapolating the. 2A values for T/—.- 0 we find the averaged
value of 2A and using Eq. (1) may calculate . Then, for every point of
= 2A — 2A and using the theoreticalthe curve in Fig. 3 we determine
versus 'C relationship we find the characteristic segly calculated
Such theoretical relationships are presented in
ment rotation time 'C

.
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Fig. Li. for

different S.
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of segment 'C.
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and

rotation time
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We have used this procedure for characterization of the segment motion in
the following spin labelled macromolecules:
poly-4—vinylpyridine (PuP) I and. II

(OH2

011)

(0112

OH) m

(0112

...(0H2

CH)m

9
(H2)2

II

polyvinyl pyrrolidone

(PVPyr)

.(0H2 -

0=0
H2C

III
CH)m

and IV

'"2 CH) n

2

OH
OH2

In

IV
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polyvinyl caprolactam (PVC) V and. VI
—(OH2

—

(CH, — OH)

(311)

N

H

0=C" CH

L (cH2)j
0
V

VI

labelled with different nitroxyl radicals. The concentration of spin labels
is small and does not exceed one per 100—200 monomer unit a.
In Table I are
the characteristic times of the rotational motion of
segments, T, end. parameters S characterizing the freedom of rotation of the
spin

listed
label itself.

PLBL'! 1. Segmental mobility and. size of segment in spin

labelled macromolecules (ethanol, 25)

tns

r,

v,3

0.56 3.3

14-

0.20

3.3

ILl.

11.5x103
11.5x103

70
60

0.81

14.11.

i5.6x1014

PVC—V

25

PVC—VI

30

0.81 8.0
8.0

15.5
15.5
18.0
18.0

211.. 5x103

Macromolecules Mx103 S
PVP—I

250
250

PVP.—II

PVPyr—III
PVPyr-IV

0.74. L%.L.

15.6x103
2Ll..5x103

It is important to note that 'C does not depend on the spin label, i.e.
the times listed characterize the motion of the macromolecular segments
0.76

themselves rather than that of a spin label. Parameter S does depend. on the
spin label: the more rigidly the label is fixed. to the polymer segment the
more limited is the label motion and. the closer is S to unity.
The effect of solvent viscosity on the segmental mobility (in ethanol—glycerine mixtures) obeys the Stokes—&Lnstein formula, whence one can determine
the bydrodynaaiic segment radii r and the corresponding segment volumes v
(see Table 1).
In PVP the activation energy of segment rotation is 4. Li. keal/mol and the pre—
exponential factor has a "normal" value of % = 2x10i3s.
Parameter S does not depend on the viscosity when temperature is constant

but eatly varies with temperature (Table 2).

TABLE 2. Temperature effect on parameter S and

precession angle

in PVP

T°C

S

—20

0.78
0.68

30

0
25

0.56

4-50

140

0.11.9

60

0.44

1100

50
56

The fact that S and. L increase indicates that the amplitude of spin label

motion increases with temperature and. the motion itself becomes more independent from that of the macromolecular segment.
The pbysical structure and. reorientation dynamics of segments are, besides,
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sensitive to the solvent quality. For example, water is a bad solvent for

PVO and the inaixmolecular coil is more densely packed in water. This means
that the spin label motion is more restricted and the parameter S increases.
In good solvents (ethanol, butanol) the monomer units in macroraolecu.lar coil
are less close—packed and, therefore, the spin label has a greater free&m
of motion and S decreases (Table 3).
TABLE

3. Parameter S and characteristic time '( in PVC (25°C)

Solvent

S

Water

0.57
0.81
0.81

Ethanol
Butanol

't, fl
5

8

17

In a similar manner we have investigated the macroraolecule behavior near
the point of phase separation and have shoi that macromolecular coils

tend to contract close by that temperature.

TIlE ESR OP SPIN LABELLED MACROMOLECULES: LOCAL DERSITY OF
MONOMER UNITS, TRANSLATIONAL DIFFUSION OF SEGI(ENTS AND

INTERACTIONS OF MACROMOLECULES

The information about these characteristics is derived from line broadening in the ESR spectra of spin labels induced by dipolar and. exchange interactions of unpaired electrons. Dipolar interactions are efficient in eye—
teas with low molecular mobility and yield information about the local concentration and static distribution of parazaagnetic particles. Exchange interactions modulated by collisions (or, better to say, encounters) of the
radicals — spin labels or probes — allow to measure intramolecular translational diffusion co efficient s.
Both these contributions to the line broadening are proportional to the
parainagnetic particle concentration and the problem is only to separate
them and measure individually. As regards nitro xyl radicals we have succeeded in solving this problem experimentally having nasu red the ESR line

broadiing as a function of the translational diffusion coefficient (Fig.5).

RH/c
ià18 Gcm3

-19
10

theory

-20
10

8

o7

io6

iö5

iö"

D,

reduced ESR line
Fig. 5. Etfect of diffusion coefficient on
broadening H/C. Dotted line indicates the theoretical limit

of dipolar contribution.
In systems with highly mobile molecules (D . 5x106 cm2/s) the reduced

broadening IVC is

a linear

function of diffusion coeficient. In this
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= 2c32

is
where
C is radical

to the broadening effect

1kC

the line broadening,
concentration, kex is

techniques

comes front
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exchange

(5)

' is electron rromagiietic ratio;

spin exchange rate constant

given by

kex = pk0 = 1611 prD

(6)

at the radical encounter, D is
diffusion coefficient.
The theretical curve in g. 5 coincides with the experimental one for
= I X. From exchange broadening data it is po ssible using EcIs (5) and
pr
(6) to determine the translational diffusion ooef,icint D.
where p is probability of spin relaxation

I .10( cm'/s) the reduced line
In systems with low molecular mobility (D
broadening does not depend on the diffusion coefficients and is totally
controlled by the dipole interactions. For a statistic distribution of spin
labels or probes,

H/C = (3.6 ± 0.5) x i020 Gauss/cm3

(7)

and. all deviations from this value are due to nonrandom distribution. What
they show is how much the local spin concentrations differ from the mean
values.
The local concentration of spin labels in a me.croinolecular coil corresponds
to their concentration within a small elaent of volume near a given spi
label (Fig. 6). The radius R of this local spherical domain is about 30
and is also the distance over iich the dipolar contribution to the line
broadening of the central label from the spin labels located inside of

Fig • 6. ichematic representation of a sphere with
concentration (labels are shown as crosses).

label

local spin

is

about I Gauss. The
sphere is comparable with the total linewidth, i • e •
volume of this domain is normally much smaller than that of a macromolecule.

The method of separation

of

the

d.ipolar

and exchange contributions to the

line broadening has been used to investigate the physical structure and
molecular dyuamics of polrvinyl pyridine (PVP).
spin labels were measured in spin—labelled Pill'
The
which the molar percentage
ft = 'm/(m÷n) was varied in

local densities of

the

of te spin labels

in

range from 1.10 to 20.10. Local concentration of monomer unit

Ploc is easily calculated front the spin label conceniation 0100 by the
formula:

0100 =

J2'Iioc
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spin labels

(provided, of course, the

statistical

in a randora,

The

are

distributed on

the macrontolecule

uLanner).

averaged nnomer unit density in a

maeroiaolecular coil is given by the

orniu.la:

0,LI2 1] MP
where N is the number of monomer units in the macromol ecule, [] is charac—
teristic viscosity, CP' = 3.1.102k.
The averaged and local densities of monomer units in PVP are compared in
N/V

Table LI.

TABLE LI. Averaged

(ethanol, 20°,
M.10

and local monomer unit densities in PVP

= 0 • 20, 1% solution)

?locM loc' M(196°)

<p>,M

0.05
0.20

25

5

These results

0.30

0.28

prompt some

0.210

0.36

conclusions.

local concentrations of monomer units are only
upon the molecular mass of the polymer.

Lrst, the
ent

slightly depend-.

Second, in large macromolecules the local densities of monomer units may be

5 to

6 times greater than the average values (in accordance with the Gaus—
sian mode 1 of a polymer coil).
Third, local concentrations are almost independent of temperature, that is,
both the monomer units distribution in a coil and
size are
aZ—

coil

little

fected by temperature. Only at very low temperature, in frozen solutions,do
these variations become substantial.
At higher (above 20°) temperatures in dilute solutions the main contribution
to ESR line broadening is provided by the intramolecular exchange inter...
actions iich can be used to determine the spin label encounter rate con..
stants and. local intramolecular segment diffusion coefficients, The diffu—
sion coefficients of segments and spin probes are compared in Fig. 7.

cm2/s

10

1à6

I
l/T .10K

Pig.?. Temperature
I —

spin

label, 2

effect on local diffusion coefficient:
spin probe.

Segiaents diffuse at a rate at least an order of magnitude slower than spin
probes. Segment diffusion coefficients are practically independent from the
mass of macroniolecule • The activation energy of segment diffusion (8.k
kca]Jinole) exceeds considerably the activation energy of probe diffusion
(3.3 kca]./mole).

Another important pro blan is behavior of polymer coils when they interact in
concentrated solutions. It is important to know what is the interpenetrabi—
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lity of coils, how the monomer unit densities vary in both the host and
guest macromolecules, how the molecular dynamics vary in combined macromolecular coil.
To answer these questions we have investigated the dipolar and exchange
broadening of the ESR lines in concentrated solutions of spin labelled
macromolecules and concentrated solutions of unlabelled macromolecules in
the presence of a minor quantity of labelled macromolecules (Ref. 5). In t1
first case the broadening effect is due both to the intra-' and intermolecular interaction of spin labels. In the second case it is only the intramolecular interaction which induces the line broadening. Separating the dipolar and exchange contributions to the intra-' and intermolecular broadening one can determine the local densities of monomer units in the host and
quest macromolecules. The results are shown in Pig. 8.

9t0,M

to

c

1

0.2

I

4

0

8

12

14

18

Polymer concentration, wt%

Pig.

8. Local concentrations of the monomer units of host
macromolecule (1) and guest macromolecules (2) in macro—
molecular coil as function of total macromolecule concentration in solution (PVP, 200, ethanol).

A in an isolated macromolecule, the local density of monomer units in a
host molecule is normally 5 to 6 times greater than the mean density in a
coil. When the polymer concentration in solution is increased the local mo-

nomer unit density of the host inacromolecule remains almost unchanged, which

means that the size and density of a macromolecular coil are almost insen-

sitive

to the presence of any other macromolecule. The local monomer unit
density of the guest macromolecules increases monotonously with polymer
concentration in solution. When the concentration is about 10 wt.% the local
monomer unit densities of quest macromolecules and host macromolecules are
comparable, i.e., at this onoentrat ion the macromolecular coils interpenetrate and substantially overlap each other. At higher concentrations the
local density of monomer units of guest molecules exceeds that of the host
molecule. In other words, the entire volume of the host macromolecule is
filled with the monomer units of the guest macromolecules.
If one knows the exchange contribution to the ESR line broadening and local
spin label concentrations it is easy to find the coefficients of senent
translational diffusion in polymer coils as well as local diffusion activation energy. Their relationships with polymer concentration are presented
in Table 5 and Pig. 9.
TABLE 5. Activation energies ED and preexponential factors D0
for the local translational diffusion coefficients
Polymer concentra-

tion, . %
1.0

5.5
11.3

25.6
32.5
PAAc54:2

R

-

ED, kcal/mole
8.7
8.0

8.6
8.9
9.6

D0,

0.5
0.3
0.5

0.8

0.8
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Local diffusion coefficients of segnients decrease in proportion with an
increase of the local nionoiner unit density in znacroniolecular coil. So long
as the local density is constant the diffusion coefficient is constant too
(Pig. 9). At a concentration between 10 and. 15 wt.% when the macroniole cular
coils overlap the total local density of iuonomer units in a polynier coil
increases and the local diffusion coefficient decreases. The decrease of

- Eq D

0

20
40
PoLymer concentration, wt%

Rig. 9. Local translational diffusion coefficients of segnients
(1) and kinetic chain termination rate constants (2) as func-.
tions of niacroniolecule concentration in solution:

200, ethanol; 2 — polynietbylniethacrylate in methyl..niethacrylate, 22.500.
the local diffusion (or rriicrodiffusion) coefficient of segrnamts occurs simultaneously with the decrease of chain termination rate constant in the
radical polyLnerization process (Pig. 9). This analogy suggests that macro—
radical recombination is controlled. by the local segment diffusion in overlapping inacromolecular coils. The rate of polymer coil entanglement (or dis-.
entanglement) is also controlled. by the local segment mobility in a coil.
I — PVP,

NMR

OP SPIN LABLD MA0R0M0LECUL1S

resolution 1'IMR spectroscopy of spin labelled. macromolecules can also
of investigating the macromolecular structure, dynamics and
induce the paramagnetic line broaden—

High

be a good means

interactions. Spin labels and probes
ing in NMR spectra of macromolecules the main reason for which is the d.ipo—
lar interaction between unpaired electron and. protons (or some other nuclei)
modulated by translational diffusion of inacromolecular segments.
A theory of paraniagnetic line broadening in IMR spectra in a liquid where
paraniagnetic particles are present was advanced by Hubbard (Ref. 6). We have
laid his theory at the basis of our new method of investigation of spin la-.
beled macromolecules (Ref. 7).
Protons of a macroilecule may interact either with the spin labels of the
same inacrozaolecule (host) or with those of other (guest) macromolecules.
Therefore the observed. paramagnetic line broadening is caused. by two fac—
tors: intermolecular due to the interaction between protons and labels of
other molecules, and intramolecular induced. by the host molecule labels.
Collisions between protons and. the nearest spin labels occurs much oftener
than with remote ones, and. therefore, the line broadening in the NMR spectra of protons is controlled by the local spin label concentration, that is,
label concentration in the vicinity of a given proton within a volume ele—
ment with a radius r 30 (Pie;. 10) • This volume may be much smaller than
the volume of macromolecule itself and the local spin label concentration
(and, consequently, local density of monomer waits) umy differ widely from

the

average

label

concentration within a polymer

coil

volume.
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the
irig in 1MR spectra of proton (in the center of the sphere).
The intramolecular contribution into the line broadening is dictated by the
local concentration of spin labels of the host macromolecule, whereas the
intermolecular contribution is determined by that of the guest macroniolecu-.
lea. The relative importance of these two contributions depends on the ex
tent to which a given volume eleient of macromolecular coil is filled with
the monomer units of host or guest macromolecules. The contributions to line-.
widths are given by the following formulae:
Fig. 10. Schematic representation of a sphere containing
spin labels (shown as crosses) that induce dipolar line

broaden.,.

3.6T 'host
50d

2

21.2

3.61Fi?sll
•

inter

(l/T)
2 inter

.l/2(D + DL)

(9)

+ Di?

is intramolecular local concentration of labels in the host
macromogle; Nguest is local concentration of labels belonging to the
guest macromolecules; DT and. 1) are translational diffusion coefficients of
labels and. segments, repective1y, and may be assumed to be equal since the
labels are attached to macroiziolecular segments; d s the limiting approach
distance between a proton and spin label (d = 3.6 1, Ref. 8); ) is experimentally measured. paramagnetic line broadening expressed in Hz. The factor
I accounts for the fact that the access to monomer units of host
macromolecule for the labels of guest macromolecules n.y be harder than for
its intrinsic labels and therefore the line broadening can be less efficien
The spin probe induced line broadening is defined by a similar equation:
: 2Nprobe
Here, N

0o

(1/ ) pro

e

pro e

50d. •

l/2(Dpro+

D)

(10)

where Dprobe is translational diffusion coefficient; for small radicals it
may be assumed. that D 4: Dprobe,

spin

i. e,, that the translational mobility of a

probe is much higher than that of a spin label.
Now one can rewrite Eqs (8)—(iO) in the following fona:

3.6r

(l/T2)ner
t

t2Nguest

=

(ii)

50dD
Z

n ta =
(1/T2)i

2

3.61i' S host
(12)

5OdDL
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4..81T2
.

(1/T2)probe

2j2Nprobe
C

25d.D

and, therefore, one can now measure both the local density of monomer

and local

I 3)

probe

units

diffusion coefficients of segments in rmn.crontolecular coil.
The method will now
spin—labelled poly—4—vinyl—pyrid.j.ne

be illustrated for

initially be en studied. by

which had
tion of this

the ESR technique (see the previous sec-

paper).
problem therefore is to separate the intramolecular and intermolecular
contributions to the paramagne tic line broadening, It can be solved by measuring the paramagnetic NMR line broadening of labelled macromolecules as
well as of various mixtures of labelled and unlabelled macromolecules. For
example, in a weakly labelled polymer (1:10) the paramagnetic line broadening of the Z —protons of the pyridine ring is intra + 4A inter (10%
solution in CD3OD, Eig. Ii). In a 10% solution of a niixu.re of strongly la—
The

Fig. 11. NMR spectra of o—protons of pyridine ring in PVP (1),
spin—labelled PVP (2) and a mixture of labelled and unlabelled
PVP in the 1:3 ratio (3); 60 MHz, 20, deuterated inetharxl.

belled (1:5) and unlabelled polymers presented in the 1:3 ratio, the tote].
spin label concentration is one half of that in the previous case, whereas
the label concentration in a spin labelled macroinolecule is twice as high.
In a mixture of labelled and unlabelled macromolecules the line broadening
measured for the protons of an unlabelled macroznolecule is equal to
and. for those of a labelled macromolecule it is 2intra +(h/2)4 inter.
In NMR spectrum of a mixture of macromolecules the signal of the
of the pyrid.ine ring is in. fact a superposition of the signals from —protons
a labelled and unlabelled macromolecules (Pig. Ii, Spectrum 3). The first signal
amounts to 1/Li. of the total intensity and is strongly broadened, therefore
its contribution to the linewidth may be ignored and the intermolecular line
broadening for unlabelled macromolecules can be straiihtly found, After that
it is pos sible to calculate the two contributions, 4Y inter and 4A V intra,
separately.
It is very simple to measure the paramagnetic IMR line broadening of unlabelled macromolecules in the presence of a known concentration of spin probes, ?probe. Having then niasured all contributions to the line broadening
individually it is possible to find ratios between thzu

intra =
4probe

0375

(;4(P02)0
probe
DL

(1 LI.)
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inter

-

probe
whence local

0.375

(

guest
Nprobe
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Probe) o

(15)

DL

spin label concexxtrations may be easily determined. (provided
diffusion coefficients is knowia) or, conversely, knowing

the ratio of local

local label concentration it is easy to determine the local diffusion coef—
ficient s. However, the first way is pr eferrable since the ratios of spin
label and probe diffusion coefficients can be readily found from the ESR
spectra of spin labelled macromolecules and. spin probes under identical con—
d.itions. It is easy then, once the local spin label concentrations have been

to

calculated,

convert them into local concentrations of monomer units

macromolecular coil.

Pertinent

data are

TABLE
and.

given in

6. Local.

in a

Table 6.

monomer unit densities of host
(PVP, methanol, 20°C)

guest inacrozaolecule a

Polymer concentra—

h M

M

tion, wt%

) Os ,

guesu,

2

10

0.2k
0.26

20
30

0.27

0
0.35
0.60

—

1.0

The local. densities of monomer units are seen to be the same as those measiby a different and independent method -. from the di.polar line broadening
of ESR spectra (of. the preceding section). The local monomer unit densities
in a host macroinolecule are 5 to 6 times as hii as the averaged densities
and are almost independent from the concentration of macromolecules in so—
lution, that is, a inacromolecular coil is insensitive to the presence of
foreign macromolecules in solution. The local density of monomer units of
guest macromolecules increases monotonously with the total concentration of
macromolecules indicating that there is interpenetration of coils. The local
concentrations listed in Table 6 have been calculated under the assumption
that = I and the fact that they are in a good agreement with the results
of ESR measurecnexibs indicates that the coils can penetrate through each
other without hindrance and that the macromolecule protons are almost equal—
for the spin labels of both the host and guest macroniolecu.les,
ly accessible
is close to unity.
i.e.
Knowing the local concentration of spin labels and spin probe diffusion coe
ficient (calculated from the measured exchange broadening of the ESR lines)
it is not difficult to deermine th local diffuion coefficient of segments
DIE. At 20CC it is k.k.10", 'i-.1.10 and 3.L1.10( cxa2/s in solutions con—
taming 10, 20 and
polymer by weight, respectively (which is in good
agreement with the diffusion coefficients measured by the ESR technique).
The activation energy of the local translational. diffusion of macromolecular
segments in methanol solution is 6.k kcal/mole.
The new method described herein which is based. on an analysis of the 1MR
linewidths of spin—labelled mAcromolecules has some advantages over the ESR
technique discussed in the first section of this paper. In the ESR method.
the local densities of spin labels (in other words, local densities of mono—
raer units) in a macromolecular coil. are found from the d.ipolar line broaden—
ing under conditions of limited molecular mobility so that the dipolar in—
teraction of unpaired electrons is not averaged by the molecular motion. On
the contrary, lo ca]. diffusion coeffi ents are determined from the exchange
line broadening under condition that the molecular mobility is hia and the
dipolar interaction is averaged.
ed

3(Y/o

These

limitations do not exist

in the NMR method: both the local monomer

unit concentrations in a coil and local diffusion

coefficients in macro--

molecule may be measured under the same conditions. However, this method
is no t independent • To measure local monomer unit concentration or local
diffusion coefficient information about one of these must be at hand. In
this sense the two methods are essentially complementary.
CONCUJSION

The methods

of studying

macro molecular structure and dynaini os

we

have di s--
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cussed in this paper require labelling of the macromolecules with spin
labels. .it the chemistry of nitrol radicals is now at such an advanced
stage of development that, in principle, it is no trouble to implant a spin
label into any raacromolecule or functional group. What is really a. problem
is that labelling may modify the niacroniol ecule (especially when the numb er
of spin labels per molecule is large). However, in most cases it is not
necessary to introduce too many labels into a macromolecule tn enable macro—
molecular dynamics studies. In any case the combination of the ER and 1MR
techniques allows to establish the general features of the structural and
dynamic behavior of polymer coils under different conditions.
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